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Abstract—In this paper, we outline techniques for evaluating
facial expression synthesis methods on robots and virtual avatars.
We describe common evaluative methods, including subjective
and computationally-based techniques. We also present our new
evaluation model which combines advantages of both. Finally,
we discuss challenges in performing synthesis evaluation that
are unique to the HRI research community.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robotics is a rapidly growing industry. Social robots es-
pecially are predicted to become more common in our daily
lives [1]. These robots include socially and physically assistive
robots, domestic care robots, toys, coaches, user interfaces to
smart homes, and household robots. Robots with human-like
faces may be more readily perceived as pleasant and user-
friendly, and may allow humans to more easily predict their
intentions. Thus, as robots begin to have a strong presence in
our everyday lives, there is a strong desire among researchers
and robot designers in the social robotics community to enable
them to have natural face-to-face interaction with humans.
Synthesizing facial expressions may increase the perceived
naturalness of human-robot interaction (HRI) [2]. Research in
this area can have several applications beyond HRI including:
animation, teleconferencing, facial surgery, computer support-
ive collaborative work, intelligent tutoring, and many areas of
healthcare.

There are many examples in the literature proposing
techniques for performing facial expression synthesis on
robots (c.f., [3] [4] [5] [6]); however, less attention has been
paid toward developing a standard evaluation method to
compare different synthesis systems. Currently, the two most
common ways to evaluate facial expression synthesis is to
perform a subjective or computationally-based evaluation. In
the first one, subjects judge the synthesized expressions, and
in the second one each synthesized expression is quantitatively
compared with a predefined computer model. In this paper,
we investigate the strengths and weaknesses of these methods,
as well as propose a new model that combines the advantages
of both.

II. BACKGROUND

In the broader field of human-computer interaction, several
researchers have studied the classification of evaluation meth-
ods. For example, Benoit et al. [7] proposed that based on

the evaluation goal there are three types of evaluations for a
multi-modal synthesis system:

• Adequacy evaluation: evaluates how well the system
provides requirements determined by user’s needs. For
example, a consumer report is a kind of adequacy evalu-
ation.

• Diagnostic evaluation: evaluates system performance
against a taxonomy, considering possible usage in the
future. System developers usually use this evaluation.

• Performance evaluations: evaluates the system in a spe-
cific area. To do so, a well-defined performance baseline
is required for comparison. For example, an older version
of the same system or a different system which supports
the same functionality.

Of the three techniques, performance evaluation is the most
common in the literature [7]. Performance evaluation for a
system requires defining the characteristics one is interested
in evaluating (e.g. accuracy, error rate, or recognition rate) as
well as an appropriate method for measuring them. Some cri-
teria for performance evaluation of facial expression synthesis
systems can be task completion time, complexity, naturalness
of expressions, static versus dynamic expressions, and recog-
nition rate. Generally, there are three ways of performing a
performance evaluation for a synthesis technique [8]:

• User-based: This evaluation method involves users com-
pleting some predefined tasks which match the goals the
system is designed for. By analyzing data collected from
users, the system performance is evaluated.

• Expert-based: This evaluation method is similar to user-
based except users are expert people in that area of
synthesis. For example, in case of facial expression
synthesis users may have expertise in decoding facial
expressions (e.g. certified Facial Action Coding System
(FACS) coders).

• Theory-based: This evaluation method does not require
live human-machine interaction. Instead, it tries to predict
the user’s behavior or performance based on a theoreti-
cally derived model.

From another point of view, evaluative methods can be
divided into two classes: quantitative and qualitative [9].
Quantitative evaluations compare synthesized values with
real values to investigate whether synthesized movements
are correct or not [7]. For example, one can compare the
values of lip height and lip width in a synthetic smile with
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corresponding values of a human subject. By using an image-
based FACS analysis, one can compare muscle contradiction
in a real image with a synthetic expression. However, this
is a complicated task since different facial parameters may
have different levels of importance in conveying an emotion
and one needs to find an appropriate weight for each of them
[7]. For example, Bassili [10] and Gouta and Miyamoto [11]
found that negative emotions are usually expressed by the
upper part of the face while positive emotions are expressed
in the lower part [12]. Computing appropriate weightings of
each facial part in an emotional expression is still an open
question [13].

A qualitative evaluation compares the intelligibility of a
synthesized expression with the intelligibility of the same
emotion expressed by a human. In other words, a qualitative
evaluation checks how the synthesized expressions are
perceived [7].

Berry et al. [14] proposed that evaluations should be done
on different levels of a synthesis system including:

• Micro level: observes just one aspect of the robot sepa-
rately of other parts (e.g. just lip movements).

• User level: evaluates the reaction of users to the system.
• Application level: evaluates the system within a specific

application.

The most common evaluation techniques used by
researchers in the field of facial expression synthesis are
subjective evaluation, expert evaluation, and computational
evaluation.

A. Subjective Evaluation

In the literature, subjective evaluation is the most commonly
used approach to evaluate facial expression synthesis systems.
Subjects observe synthesized expressions and then answer
a predefined questionnaire. By analyzing collected answers,
researchers evaluate the expressions of their robot or virtual
avatar. Although user studies are costly and time consuming,
they provide valuable information about the acceptability and
believability of a robot. Moreover, humans are very sensitive
to errors in facial movements. A wrong movement, a wrong
duration, or a sudden transition between facial expressions
can be detected by a human. This is especially true when the
robot or virtual agent is more realistic in appearance [15].

A subjective evaluation requires a well-defined experimental
procedure and a careful analysis of the results. Several
methodological issues should be considered when choosing
participants, such as: their average age, their educational
level, their cultural background, their native language, and
the gender ratio of participant. A second experimental
design concern is that some facial expressions have different
meanings in different cultures; for example, in India, the

Fig. 1. Subjective evaluation example from Becker-Asano and Ishiguro [17];
left: the interface, right: Geminoid F (left) and its model person (right).

same head nod used to express agreement may convey
disagreement in a Western country [16]. Becker-Asano
and Ishiguro, with robot Geminoid F, studied the effects
of intercultural differences in percieving the robots’ facial
expressions [17]. They found that Asian participants showed
low agreement in what constituted a fearful or surprised
expression in contrast to American and European participants.

A third experimental design concern is how to best select
subjects to participate in the evaluation. Christoph [18]
did research in this area, suggesting that an ideal group of
subjects are those most likely to use the robot in the future.
For example, a robot designed for autism therapy should be
evaluated by autistic children since the robot is intended to
be useful for them.

Another important aspect of subjective evaluation
experimental design is adequately preparing subjects for
interaction with the robot. For example, Riek et al. [19]
showed subjects a picture of an unusual-looking zoomprhic
robot before the experiment in order to help them adequately
habituate to it and avoid uncanny effects. This step may
prove particularly important for subjective evaluation of very
realistic looking robots so as not to shock participants.

Several examples of strong experimental design for
subjective synthesis evaluation are in the literature. For
example, Becker-Asano and Ishiguro [17] performed a
subjective study to compare expressivity of Geminoid F’s five
basic facial expressions with the expressions of the real model
person. After watching each image of the robot expressing
different facial expressions, subjects could choose one of
the six labels including angry, fearful, happy, sad, surprise
or neutral. To study intercultural differences in recognition
accuracy, they performed the experiment in German, Japanse
and English language. The interface the researchers used in
their subjective evaluation as well as the model person can
be seen in Figure 1.

In another study, Mazzei et al. used a subjective method
to evaluate the robotic face FACE in conveying emotion to
children with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) [3]. They
recruited participants from both the ASD and non-ASD
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Fig. 2. Subjective evaluation example from Mazzei et al. [3].

Fig. 3. An example of a side-by-side comparison. On the left is the real
image, and on the right is the synthesized [21].

population. Participants were asked to recognize and label
the emotions expressed by the robot including happiness,
anger, sadness, disgust, fear and surprise. The correctness of
the labels were determined by a therapist. The interface they
used for their subjective experiment is depicted in Figure 2.

Another kind of subjective evaluation is a side-by-side
comparison or “copy synthesis” in which researchers try to
synthesize facial expressions which best match a recorded
video or image [20][21]. Subjective evaluation about the
quality of synthesis is done by visual comparison between
the original videos and the synthesized ones. A sample figure
of this side-by-side comparison is shown in Figure 3.

Subjective evaluation is also very common for analyzing
human perception of virtual agents [14][22]. However, in the
case of physical robots, their physicality changes both the
physical generation of synthesis as well as the evaluation.
Moving motors on a robot is different and more complicated
than animating a virtual character. The number of motors, their

speed, their range of motion, and the synchronization between
them are among the factors which make the evaluation more
complicated. Several evaluation metrics should be defined. We
are concerned about questions such as: does motor noise affect
immersion by being distracting? Are we more sensitive to
perfection, speed or realism in physical motion versus virtual
motion?

B. Expert Evaluation

In an expert evaluation, a trained person, usually a psy-
chologist, evaluates the synthesized facial expressions to de-
termine whether the system provides predefined criteria or
not. However, recruiting a sufficient number of experts is not
easy. Moreover, often the robot is ultimately designed for users
from the general population, not highly trained experts. A sole
reliance on experts could create acceptability problems of the
robot down the road.

C. Computational Evaluation

A computational evaluation aims to provide a fast and fully
automatic evaluation method which does not require human
judges. Designing such an evaluation can remove many of
the aforementioned problems with subjective evaluations.
This evaluation method requires one to develop an accurate
computer model of facial parts for each facial expression.
Based on this model, the system compares the synthesized
model with the computer model.

Some researchers have worked on developing a computa-
tional model of facial parts such as muscular and skin models
or lip shapes [12][23][24]. However, designing an accurate
model for each facial part is very complicated. Moreover,
one cannot use the same model for different robot platforms
because each robot has its own characteristics such as the
number of control points. For example, the physical robot
Doldori does not have any control points for cheek movements
[25].

III. PROPOSED METHOD BASED ON COMBINING
SUBJECTIVE AND COMPUTATIONAL EVALUATION METHODS

An ideal evaluation method should incorporate the
advantages of both subjective and computational evaluations.
Thus, we are developing such a method. During our
development, we consider two important facts. First, social
robots are designed to interact with people. Therefore, the
robot should be visually appealing for people and it is
important to investigate how people perceive the robot by
involving them in the evaluation. Second, different synthesis
methods should be compared on the same robot platform in
order to have a fair evaluation.

Our model is based on Ochs et al. [26]. They developed
the “E-smiles-creator” as a web application to analyze facial
parameters of a virtual character for different kinds of smiles
(amused, polite, and embarrassed). In E-smiles-creator the
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Fig. 4. E-smiles-creator [27].

user is asked to create different kinds of smiles on the face
of a virtual agent by manipulating its control points. Subjects
also choose their degree of satisfaction at the end.

The interface designed by Ochs et al. [26] is shown in Figure
4. In this interface, the kind of smile that the user should
produce (e.g. polite smile) is in the upper quadrant and all
possible parameters that the user can change (e.g. duration)
are shown in left quadrant. Each time a user changes one
parameter, the new video of the expression is played and the
users also choose their degree of satisfaction. Considering all
possible parameters of their virtual agent, one may produce
as many as 192 different kinds of smiles. Then by using a
decision tree they characterized parameters for each kind of
smile. In the decision tree, they accounted for the degree of
satisfaction for each user-produced smile. Therefore those with
a higher degree of satisfaction are counted as more important.

We use this technique in the subjective part of our evaluation
model. Our evaluation method has three steps:

Step I: We need a baseline to compare all the methods
against. This baseline should be the best expression that
a human can perceive from that robot with regards to all
characteristics and limitations of the robot. In our proposed
evaluation model this baseline is determined with a subjective
study. This step requires designing appropriate software as an
interface between the participant and the robot. Mazzei et al.
designed such an interface to control the motors of the physical
robot FACE by subjects [3]. In this study, subjects are asked to
change control points of the robot to create a list of different
expressions. For each expression they are asked to create the
expression such that they think is the best expression they can
create with that robot. At the end, they also choose their degree
of satisfaction on a predefined scale.

Step II: In the second step, a decision tree is used to analyze
the parameters which subjects chose for each expression. For
each of them we also consider a weighting based on satis-
faction degree. Therefore, expressions created with a higher
degree of satisfaction will have greater effect.

Step III: The third step is comparing the synthesis method
we want to evaluate with the model in the second step. This
part is done computationally by comparing each parameter in
the synthesis output with its corresponding parameter from
step II. In other words, we want to compare the synthesized
expression computationally with a baseline we produced in
step one by a subjective study. Step three has the same pro-
cedure as a computationally-based evaluation in Section II.C,
except instead of having a computer model of expressions, we
develop the baseline from a user-based study.

Our proposed evaluation model can be used for evaluating
a synthesis method on both the micro level and application
level [14]. For the micro level, one can perform all three steps
of our model on just one aspect of the robot face (e.g. just
lip movements). For the application level, one can perform
all three steps of our model within a specific application
(e.g. autism therapy). However, for a user level evaluation,
traditional subjective based methods should be employed
since the focus of this evaluation is solely on people’s reaction
to the robot.

IV. CHALLENGES IN SYNTHESIS EVALUATION

In evaluating synthesized facial expressions, realism,
naturalness, pleasantness, believability, and acceptability
of expressions are important. Thus, evaluation of facial
expression synthesis for both robots and virtual avatars is
challenging. One reason is that defining the evaluation criteria
is frequently challenging since qualitative aspects play an
important role [7]. Comparing different synthesis methods is
difficult without having a standard evaluation criteria.

There are several other issues to be considered in evaluating
facial expressions. Having an aesthetically appealing robotic
face is not enough to have it believable [28][29]. To synthesize
realistic and believable expressions robotic faces should be
consistent, have a smooth transition, and match the context,
state of mind and perceived personality of the robot [29].
Facial expressions of the robot should be synchronized with
other behaviors such as head and body movements.

Modeling all the above parameters for a computational
evaluation method is complicated. Additionally, computational
evaluation requires determining a computer model for different
facial expressions (e.g. neutral face, happy, and sad) with
different intensities as a baseline to compare different
expressions with. Defining such models is challenging.
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Therefore, having a computational evaluation method without
any human which works with all robotic platforms and all
different synthesis methods is still an open question.

The appearance of the robot may affect judgment about
synthesized expressions. Kidd et al. [30] performed a
subjective study with a physical robot and an animated
character and found that a physical robot is perceived more
informative for human subjects than a virtual character.
Numerous characteristics may affect a person’s judgement,
such as whether the robot is physically co-located with the
participant, the robot’s morphology, its perceived gender, and
its perceived age. Besides, choosing the appropriate synthesis
method greatly depends on the robot one wants to implement
synthesis on. The number of motors of a physical robot
or control points of a virtual avatar has a great effect on
choosing a synthesis method.

To evaluate a synthesis system, synthesis quality may be
measured computationally as well as by human judgment.
Related to human evaluation, several psychological issues
should be considered such as person’s underlying attitude
toward robots, as well as individual differences which may
affect their judgment [31][32]. Also there are always human
errors in subjective studies. For example separating fear from
disgust is hard for human subjects especially, on facial robots
without nose wrinkles [25][33].

From this set of challenges one can see the diversity of
factors which should be considered when selecting the best
synthesis method. It is necessary to carefully evaluate these
choices and their effect on the robot. Evaluation of synthesis
systems is still relatively new and no benchmarks or standard
evaluation procedures exist in the literature [14].

V. CONCLUSION

For social robots to become acceptable in our daily
lives, having natural human robot interaction is important.
Therefore, it is important to make robots capable of
generating appropriate expressions understandable by humans.
Developing a standard method for evaluation of synthesized
behavior is challenging. Comparing different systems with
varying characteristics and parameters is relatively unexplored
in the literature. In this paper, we presented techniques for
facial expression synthesis evaluation and outline major
challenges in this field in order to guide researchers. We also
proposed a model for evaluating facial expression synthesis
methods which incorporates both subjective as well as
computationally-based evaluation techniques.
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